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Abstract

We propose an intelligent data mining (DM)
assistant that will combine planning and
meta-learning to provide support to users of a
virtual DM laboratory. A knowledge-driven
planner will rely on a data mining ontology
to plan the knowledge discovery workflow and
determine the set of valid operators for each
step of this workflow. A probabilistic meta-
learner will select the most appropriate oper-
ators by using relational similarity measures
and kernel functions over records of past ses-
sions meta-data stored in a DM experiments
repository.

1. Introduction

We propose an architecture that combines a planning-
based and a meta-learning approach in providing data
mining support to end users. By adding AI-planning
to meta-learning, we can ensure support for the com-
plete knowledge discovery process. Contrary to previ-
ous efforts where the dominant focus was on either
learning (Statlog, Metal) or preprocessing (Mining-
Mart), our data mining assistant will propose work-
flows that start with the raw data, select and sequence
the different preprocessing operations, select a suitable
learning algorithm and output trained models. On
the other hand, by adding meta-learning to planning-
based data mining (DM) support, it will make the
planner adaptive to changes in the data and capable of
improving its advice over time; this improvement will
apply to the planner’s decision-making at any node of
the knowledge discovery workflow.

Meta-learning will be based on multiple and di-
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verse types of meta-data. Statlog and Metal meta-
learners relied mainly on quantitative (e.g., statisti-
cal, information-theoretic) characteristics of data to
select appropriate learning algorithms (Michie et al.,
1994; Metal, 2002). MiningMart described datasets in
terms of domain concepts but did not use these to met-
alearn (Morik & Scholz, 2004). The proposed system
will meta-mine both quantitative and qualitative, do-
main ontology based metadescriptions of the applica-
tion dataset. In addition, the meta-learner’s ken will,
for the first time, go beyond the dataset to take into
account a significantly extended learning context the
application task, performance criteria, workflow qual-
ity indicators, and the user’s profile as defined by quan-
titative results and qualitative feedback from his past
historical record of data mining experiments.

Generalizing from these heterogeneous factors requires
defining similarity measures and data mining opera-
tors over complex structures. We will explore elabo-
rate task descriptors such as operator trees (Mierswa
et al., 2006) or multirelational experiment descriptors
that integrate information concerning datasets, algo-
rithms, and evaluation strategies, (Kalousis & Hilario,
2003; Hilario & Kalousis, 2001).

We propose a novel meta-learning technique which
blends probabilistic reasoning and kernel-based learn-
ing from complex structures. We will exploit a frame-
work that we have recently developed for kernel-based
learning over complex structures using the language
of relational algebra (Woznica et al., 2007; Woznica
et al., 2005). To meta-learn from the diverse fac-
tors described above, we will weave state transition
probabilities into kernel-based learning over relational
schemas and devise methods for adjusting these prob-
abilities to improve the data mining assistant’s choices
as it gains experience.
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2. An Intelligent Assistant for Data
Mining

The intelligent data mining assistant will be at the
helm of a virtual DM laboratory designed for a com-
munity of users with common data-analytical needs in
a specific application domain. Essential components
of this e-lab will be a DM ontology and a DM exper-
iments repository. The ontology will provide a formal
specification of the knowledge discovery process – its
different phases, the set of operators that can be le-
gitimately applied at each phase, and so forth. The
repository will be the e-lab’s long-term memory; de-
tailed records of all experiments performed in the e-lab
will be stored in the repository to allow for replication
and comparative meta-analysis of data mining exper-
iments.

The DM assistant will take in user specifications of the
knowledge discovery task and available data, plan a
methodologically correct learning process, and suggest
ranked workflows that the user can enact to achieve
the pre-specified objectives. To plan the workflow
and determine the operator or algorithm to apply for
a given data mining step, the assistant will harness
prior knowledge stored in the DM ontology. Meta-
data stored in the DM experiments repository will be
leveraged to improve the data mining process itself,
for instance by incrementally refining the DM plan-
ner’s search in the design space of candidate DM oper-
ators (and workflows). The kernel-based, probabilistic
meta-learner will dynamically adjust transition prob-
abilities between DM operators, conditioned on the
current application task and data, user-specified per-
formance criteria, quality scores of workflows applied
in the past to similar tasks and data, and the user’s
profile (based on quantified results from, and qualita-
tive feedback on, her past DM experiments). The pro-
posed meta-learning method will be evaluated against
the baseline of a case-based DM planner, which re-
trieves and adapts workflows from the most similar
past experiments. By comparing the DM planner’s
evolution over time based on these two approaches,
we hope to gain insights into the patterns that govern
the efficacy of data mining workflows, operators and
parameters.

2.1. The Knowledge Driven Planner

A DM ontology and repository will ease the task of
constructing a complicated KD process by simplifying
scientists’ access to the plethora of data mining con-
cepts, algorithms, data sources, and past experiments.

We will devise a tool that helps data miners (and data

mining scientists) to navigate the space of KD pro-
cesses systematically, and more effectively. In partic-
ular, we will develop an intelligent discovery assistant
(IDA) that helps a data miner with the exploration of
the space of valid1 DM processes (Bernstein & Provost,
2005). The discovery assistant’s intelligence comes
mainly from its awareness of the full knowledge dis-
covery context and its capacity to learn incrementally
from experience. The KD context is available to the
IDA in the form of the user’s task specification and
domain-ontology based semantic annotations on the
dataset. In addition, the IDA can extract quantitative
characteristics of the dataset such as the number of ex-
planatory variables or the percentage of missing values.
The IDA uses this contextual information, together
with knowledge from the DM ontology and knowledge
base (e.g., applicability conditions of DM operators),
to search for and enumerate the valid and effective DM
processes. It does this by (i) retrieving and adapting
them from the DM experiments repository using case-
based reasoning approaches, or (ii) using AI planning
type approaches to construct new valid data mining
processes.

Once the IDA has listed a variety of alternatives it
also assists the user in choosing workflows to execute,
for example, by ranking the workflows (heuristically)
according to what is important to the user. In ad-
dition, the IDA will also allow for some open-ended,
statistical/exploratory data analysis, as has been ad-
dressed by Amant and Cohen (1998). In such ex-
plorations, the IDA does not necessarily provide the
user with finished KD-workflows, but provides guid-
ance at each step in the exploration of a KD-process
- a type of support that is suitable in data mining
endeavors that are exploratory and/or where the case-
based/planning based IDA does not provide satisfac-
tory KD-workflows. In this exploratory mode, scien-
tists (or data miners) would first assemble underlying
data-sources after which the IDA would try to provide
advise on what possible next steps could be. As soon
as scientists would choose one of these steps the IDA
would execute it in the background and try to advise
on next steps or suggest backtracking to the previous
decisions if some newly arisen information would war-
rant this.

To allow the planner-based IDA to improve with ex-
perience, we introduce a set of probabilistic param-
eters that will be automatically adjusted by meta-

1A valid DM workflow violates no fundamental con-
straints of its constituent techniques. An automated sys-
tem can take advantage of an explicit ontology of data-
mining techniques, which defines the various techniques
and their properties.
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mining the DM experiments repository. The DM-
workflow planner is essentially a breadth-first search
algorithm that starts from an initial state and tries to
reach a final stage by sequencing data mining opera-
tors. At each state the search algorithm will add all
DM operators that can be legitimately applied. Prior
knowledge about operator application constraints is
obtained from the DM ontology and modeled in a state
transition table T with dimensionality K × K (K is
the number of DM operators). The Tij element of
this table is defined as Tij = P (Oj |Oi,D,KDT). In
words, it denotes the transition probability from state
(DM operator) i, to state (DM operator) j, given the
description D of the data and the description of the
knowledge discovery task, KDT. These probabilities
sum to one over a given row i,

∑
j Tij . In the simple

breadth-first search all valid transitions are equiprob-
able (will all be expanded and explored), since there
are no preferred sequences of operators.

The planner should establish the sequence of data min-
ing operators WF = [S1, S2, ..., SN ] with maximal
joint probability distribution given the data descrip-
tion D, and the knowledge discovery task description,
that is: WF = argmaxWF P (S1, S2, ..., SN |D,KDT).
Under the assumption that the transition to the
next stage depends only on the current stage,
the data description, D, and the knowledge dis-
covery task, KDT, the joint probability dis-
tribution P (S1, S2, ..., SN |D,KDT) factorizes as:
P (S1|D,KDT)

∏N
i=2 TS(i−1)Si

The initial stage S1 is
governed by a probability distribution defined over
the different data mining operators, given the data D
and the knowledge discovery task KDT, i.e. S1 ∼
P (O|D,KDT) = [P (Oi|D,KDT)|i = 1 . . . N ]. It is
straightforward to adapt the search algorithm to out-
put together with the DM-workflows their joint prob-
abilities. Assuming T is in its original state, i.e. ig-
noring all past experiments in the DM experiments
repository, all DM workflows of equal length will also
have equal joint probability, as the breadth search al-
gorithm examines all states without distinction. Note
here that longer workflows will have lower joint prob-
ability than shorter since their joint probability is a
product of a larger number of terms, one issue that
arises here is whether this should be factored out by
an appropriate normalization, nevertheless intuitevely
one would prefer shorter and simpler workflows over
more complex.

We have expressed the way in which the search al-
gorithm moves around the space of states, i.e. data
mining operators, in terms of state transition proba-
bilities, i.e the set of parameters T, P (O|D,KDT ).
It is this set of parameters that will be the target of

the incremental meta-learning.

2.2. Meta-Learning

The general problem that IDA tries to solve can be
formulated as follows: given a user, U , of the plat-
form facing a knowledge discovery problem, A, and a
description of A = (D,KDT), where, D corresponds
to a description of the data, both in terms of their
semantics, as these are established after their annota-
tion with respect to the domain ontology, and their
quantitative characteristics, KDT is a description of
the Knowledge Discovery Task that the user is try-
ing to accomplish, establish a data mining workflow
WF which will address the knowledge discovery task
and will optimize some performance criteria, PC, spe-
cific to the user. The description of KDT can be as
high level as simply stating the learning task to be
performed, e.g. classification, or more specific such as
stating that the goal is classification using a reduced
set of features. Its description will be given in the
form of a workflow although at a high level. At the
beginning IDA will rely solely on the data mining on-
tology and the planner to propose and rank a number
of alternative WFs; essential to the planning process is
the set of parameters, T, P (O|D,KDT). The initial
state of these parameters will be determined by the
data mining experts. To allow the planner to recom-
mend the most appropriate workflow(s), we propose
an infrastructure to adapt these parameters to the re-
quirements of a given knowledge discovery problem as
these can be gathered from (A, U,PC). The adapta-
tion process will take account of previous data mining
experiments and performance results, as well as other
factors such as users’ feedback, context and reputa-
tion.

More precisely, the system is confronted with a num-
ber of data mining experiments performed by vari-
ous users, which are eventually stored in the DMER.
Each data mining experiment, DMEk, is a complex
structure described by a number of components that
will eventually resemble to something like: DMEk =
(Uk,WFk,Dk,KDTk,PCk,UFk). Uk is the iden-
tifier of the user that performed the given experi-
ment, the remaining variables have a complex struc-
ture. WFk denotes the workflow that was applied on
the given DMEk, and is actually a sequence of data
mining operators; Dk is the description of the data
analysed in the experimentDMEk; KDTK is the de-
scription of the knowledge discovery task that is to be
performed; PCk is a vector containing different per-
formance measurements obtained by applying work-
flow WFk to dataset Dk, with respect to a number
of performance criteria; and UFk is some qualitative
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user feeback along a number of different dimensions,
such as understandability, ease of use, complexity etc.

Learning the planner’s parameters for a
new Knowledge Discovery Problem The meta-
learning module will establish functions fT(A) and
fO(A) that, given the description, A = (D,KDT), of
a new, potentially unseen, knowledge discovery prob-
lem, will estimate T and P (O|A), respectively. These
estimates will then be used by the planner to provide
a ranked list of workflows for A. The main learn-
ing paradigm that we will use is that of kernel-based
estimation. Let Xk = (Dk,KDTk) denote the de-
scription of the knowledge discovery problem associ-
ated with data mining experiment DMEk, then:

fT(A) =

∑
Xk

TkKKDP (A, Xk)∑
Xk

KKDP (A, Xk)
, (1)

fO(A) =

∑
Xk

P(O|Xk)KKDP (A, Xk)∑
Xk

KKDP (A, Xk)

where the summations are taken over all Xk ∈
DMER. KKDP (A,Xk) is a kernel2 function that pro-
vides a measure of similarity of A and Xk; Tk and
P (O|Xk) are estimations of T and P (O) derived from
DMEk. The workflow, WFk, of a data mining exper-
iment, DMEk, can give rise to an estimation, Tk, of
T simply by counting the times that a transition hap-
pens from one operator, Oi, to another operator, Oj ,
within that workflow and normalizing it by the total
number of transitions. Similarly it can provide us with
an estimation of P (O|Xk). In both estimates we can
imagine adding a Laplace correction so that the prob-
ability of the transitions that do not appear is greater
than zero.

Kernels on Descriptions of Knowledge Discov-
ery Problems The estimates given in equations 1
can be readily used by the planner to construct work-
flows which are tailored to A. We will design ker-
nel functions which are appropriate for this type of
problem exploiting similarity measures defined over
datasets in the context of meta-learning, (Kalousis &
Hilario, 2003), but also more general kernel functions
for complex objects, (Woznica et al., 2007; Woznica
et al., 2005) Since the description of a knowledge dis-
covery problem consists of two quite different parts,
the data description and the knowledge discovery task
description, we envisage that the KKDP (A,X) kernel

2A kernel function, k(x, y), provides the similarity of the
images of x and y in some feature space without having to
compute explicitly the mapping.

will be the composition of two very different kernels,
one, KD, defined on the data part of the description
and another, KWF , defined on the knowledge discov-
ery task description part. The first kernel will have to
account for similarities defined not only with respect
to quantifiable characteristics of the datasets, but also
with respect to their annotations within the domain
ontology. The second kernel will be defined over the
language used to described knowledge discovery tasks,
potentially over different abstraction levels, and will
exploit similarities of operators and concepts derived
from the data mining ontology. Note here that the
definition and availability of these kernel—similarity—
functions will also serve the needs of the case-base and
will result in similarity measures for the retrieval of
similar knowledge discovery problems, datasets, and
workflows—knowledge discovery tasks. We will de-
sign, test, and evaluate different ways of defining the
KKDP kernel, exploring and/or even learning the im-
portance of its constituents, (Woznica et al., 2007).
We will also explore different estimations of Tk and
P (O|Xk) from a given workflow description WFk.

Accounting for Qualitative and Quantitative
Performance Indicators of WFs The estimations
derived from the equations of 1 are based only on
the similarity of the description of the current knowl-
edge discovery problem A with the descriptions of the
knowledge discovery problems Xk, thus ignoring any
quality indicator for the WFk workflow associated
with Xk. The quality indicators come into two flavors:
quantitive performance measures, contained in PCk,
that are estimated from the actual application of the
WFk workflow on the data, and qualitative indica-
tors, contained in UFk, that are given by the user Uk,
concerning non-easily quantifiable dimensions such as
understandability and/or simplicity of the final models
produced by the workflow, ease of use of the workflow
etc. Yet a third, indirect, quality indicator of a work-
flow WFk can come from the ”quality” of the user Uk

associated with the workflow. The quality of a user
Uk will be given by a function Q(Uk) that will account
for various factors, such as how often workflows de-
signed by this user have been adopted by other users,
how the workflows of this user have been qualified by
other users, how this user has been qualified by other
users, etc. By accounting for such quality indicators of
a WFk workflow we can accordingly favor or penalise
the estimations Tk and P (O|Xk) derived from WFk.

Moreover we should account for the fact that differ-
ent users might have different preferences concerning
the desired quantitative and qualitative performance
indicators of the workflows, e.g. trading accuracy for
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understandability. In order to address such differences
we will design user dependent parameterizable func-
tions fu(PCk,UFk) of the quality indicators. These
functions will weight heavily the Tk and P (O|Xk) es-
timations derived from workflows that exhibit the de-
sired performance while they will reduce towards zero
the weights of estimations derived from workflows with
poor performance. Incorporating these functions into
equations of 1 results in estimates of the form:

fT(A) =

∑
Xk

TkKKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk, UFk)Q(Uk)∑
Xk

KKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk, UFk)Q(Uk)
(2)

fO(A) =

∑
Xk

P(O|Xk)KKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk, UFk)Q(Uk)∑
Xk

KKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk, UFk)Q(Uk)

We will thus design, test and evaluate, performance
aware estimates of the parameters of the planner, ac-
cording to the equations of 2 by incorporating user de-
pendent functions of qualitative and quantitative per-
formance indicators of the workflows as well as user
quality indicators through the Q(Uk) function. The
latter will draw heavily on the definition of authority
indexes described later.

User’s Profile—Context The profile of a user con-
sists of the information stored about the user within
the system. This information consists of all the previ-
ous knowledge discovery projects that he/she has un-
dertaken, the data mining experiments that he per-
formed within each knowledge discovery project, the
datasets associated with these experiments, the de-
scriptions of these datasets, the workflows that he/she
has chosen for final deployment or publication on
the platform, the feedback that he/she has provided
on previous suggestions of the system, the workflows
he/she has designed from scratch without relying on
the system’s support, his/her level of authority, as this
is determined by the frequency of use by other users
of the workflows he/she has published. We will define
precisely the different information sources that collec-
tively constitute a user’s profile. An important part
of this task will be the definition of authority indexes
for the users of the system. We will construct kernel
functions, KU (Uk, Ul), to measure the similarities of
the profiles—contexts— of any pair of users, Uk, Ul.
Since the profile of a user consists of datasets, knowl-
edge discovery task descriptions, and more, the KU

kernel will be actually a set kernel based on agreega-
tions of KKDP kernels on the different problems that
the user has encountered, potentially including other
kernels defined on other aspects of a user’s profile.

Incorporating User’s Feedback and Context
So far the estimations of the parameters given by
fT(A) and fO(A) were adapted to the descriptions
of the knowledge discovery problem that should be
solved, accounting for the quality of the previous so-
lutions, but they do not incorporate any existing feed-
back from the user that is performing the current data
mining experiments on previous analysis episodes and
workflows within there, nor any information about
his/her profile. In order to do that we will incorporate
the KU (Uk, Ul) kernel in the computation of fT(A).
Like that the qualitative and quantitative indicators
given by the user U , who is performing the actual ex-
periment, in his/her past interactions with the sys-
tem, will be given maximum weight since KU (U,U)
atains the maximum possible similarity value. More-
over the incorporation of KU (U,Uk) will assign greater
importance to users that exist in similar contexts as
the U , thus modeling the assumption that users in
similar context will probably find interesting similar
tools. The new estimations will be functions of both
the description of the knowledge discovery application
problem, A, and the user, U , who is faced with A.

fT(A, U) =

∑
k
TkKKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk)fu(UFk)Q(Uk)K(U, Uk)∑

k
KKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk)fu(UFk)Q(Uk)KU (U, Uk)

(3)

fO(A, U) =

∑
k
P(O|Xk)KKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk)fu(UFk)Q(Uk)K(U, Uk)∑

k
KKDT (A, Xk)fu(PCk)fu(UFk)Q(Uk)KU (U, Uk)

We will define, test, and evaluate, the final form of the
adaptive estimations of the parameters of the planner
which will incorporate the user’s feedback on previous
analysis episodes and suggestions of the system, as well
as information about the user’s context similarity with
that of other users. In the latter the idea is that users
that exist in similar contexts will have similar data
analysis needs.

3. Evaluation

We will systematically evaluate the different strate-
gies for estimating the parameters of the DM-workflow
planner. The basic evaluation strategy will be to ex-
amine how well the suggestions of the planner, un-
der the different estimation strategies, correlate with
the users’ actual feedback. Standard hold-out or
resampling-based strategies will be used to estimate
this correlation. The key idea will be to use a part
of the available data to build the estimates for un-
seen cases and compute the correlation with the user
feedback. Different levels of evaluation will be of in-
terest, namely, evaluating performance on completely
new users for which nothing is known, and evaluating
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performance for users that have a recorded history.

4. Discussion

In this paper we propose a system that will com-
bine planning and meta-learning to provide support
to users of a virtual laboratory. Standard planning
approaches return a number of different solutions, typ-
ically unranked. Our planner will rank these solutions
according not only to their probabilities among dif-
ferent users and different user communities, as these
are depicted in the state transition matrix, but also
with respect to a number of qualitative and quantita-
tive performance indicators on past problems. Equally
important we account for the different degrees of rel-
evance that these performance indicators might have
for different users, or even for the same user in different
contexts, by incorporating as a part of the establishe-
ment of the final ranking of plans parameterizable, ac-
cording to user preferences, functions of these quality
indicators.

A crucial factor for the success of the system, especially
if one considers the enormous size of hypothesis space
of the metalearning problem, is the construction of a
large repository of Data Mining Experiments. In order
to address this issue we plan to exploit ideas from so-
cial networking coupled with e-science platforms. One
such platform is MyExperiment, (Goble & De Roure,
2007), which is an e-science social network that sup-
ports the exchange of complex workflows that address
bioinformatics problems. Exploiting the idea of social
networks for the construction of a network of Data
Mining Scientists provides a very promising way to ad-
dress the problem of data collection for metalearning.
Such social networks already exist in the form of fo-
rums build around specific data analysis tools such as
Weka (Witten & Frank, 2005), RapidMiner (Mierswa
et al., 2006). Moving to the next stage where par-
ticipants will exhange not only comments and sugges-
tions but in fact complete data mining workflows, such
as Weka or RapidMiner workflows, that can be read-
ily applied is not such a great leap. We believe that
the benefits for the data analysis community would
be great and analysts will have every reason to par-
ticipate to such a community by contributing content
benefiting from the collective intelligence.
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